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About This Content
A great new grand strategy game set during the wars of Early Roman Republic is here!
Birth of Rome covers the important and epic wars that led the Roman republic to unify Italy, then defeat Carthage in Sicily.
Relive the first conquests of the Roman consuls as they face powerful and determined opponents such as Pyrrhus of Epirus or
Hanibal Barca of Carthage. Don’t let history write your destiny, it is completely up to you on how to handle the situation, or try
your hand at rewriting history as Rome’s enemies.
Birth of Rome offers a level of historical accuracy and detail never reached before in a video game. Birth of Rome is a true
simulation where players are challenged to create armies and fleets, organize and maneuver them, sustain and reinforce them.
All the time taking into account military, economic, political and diplomatic parameters.

Features
Ancient Command System (based on Alea Jacta Est), allowing for a good representation of historical army command in
the Roman era.
Quick and simple Construction of Units, allowing players to choose and purchase their forces as they wish (or can).
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Decisions features, playable on the map, like wild cards assets
Diversified set of historical events, allowing multiple events and options, hereby enhancing flexibility and re-playability.
Different updates and other rules, in particular combat system adapted to the Ancient warfare.
Map: all of the Roman Empire and neighboring lands, with over 2800 different regions and seas, a lot of room for
maneuver.
Over a thousand of leaders and units with specific pictures.

Scenarios
The 3rd Samnite War opposing Rome and the Etruscan are the Samnite tribes between 298 and 291 BC, that will bring
Rome control of central Italy.
The Senones War (284 to 282 BC), a violent Gallic tribe in Northern Italy at war with Rome. Victory against these
powerful Celtic warriors allows the Romans to take their revenge against those who plundered Rome in 390 BC.
Pyrrhic Victories (280 BC to 272 BC) where the Senate of Rome finally manages to capture Tarentum and southern
Italy after repulsing one of the greatest ancient warrior kings, Pyrrhus of Epirus.
The First Punic War, a very long campaign between 264 and 241 BC, pitting Rome against Carthage for the control of
Sicily. A balanced struggle, focusing on naval operations. A shorter version starts in 256 BC.
The Mercenary War (241 BC to 238 BC), a fight between an exhausted Carthage and her own rebellious mercenaries in
Africa.
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Brilliant like the main game plus smaller-scale scenarios available for the more beginner-friendly overture. .. An excellent
expansion, covering an often neglected timeframe. Its smaller thaters are excellent to learn the many subtleties of AJE (which is
IMHO the best roman-era set strategy game available on steam, and by far), while providing a lot of enjoyment and a fair
degree of challenge.
Its only minor fault lies in the fact that, attempting to follow strictly the events as these happened, it is quite predictable in the
first turns.
It also should be noted that campaings are never really symmetrical, so the difficulty level change slightly if playing as Rome or
as Rome's enemies.. If you're new to Alea Jacta Est, and the grand campaigns of the base game seem a little intimidating to you,
this expansion pack is a great way to learn the game on a smaller, more condensed scale. Three of the scenarios take place just
in the Italian peninsula, so you don't have to jump right in to managing vast swathes of territory like you do in the Caesar vs.
Pompey or Marius vs. Sulla campaigns. There is also the massive (and long) First punic war campaign, as well as the mercenary
war campaign in which you don't have the option to play as Rome at all. They're all great imo.
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